
6th GTR Rally 19.08. - 26.08.2007

Letter of disclaimer / declaration

The or the organizer cannot be held liable neither under nor besides contractual obligations, 

for any kinds of damages caused by participants or himself or third persons in connection with the above 

mentioned event except such damages resulting of wilful or gross negligent acts of the /   

organizer.

It is understood that no objections can be risen against any persons assisting the organizer provided that no 

claims are justified against the organizer himself. The participants shall indemnify and keep the organizer 

harmless in case of any claims of third parties as a result of any kinds of accidents.

In the event that an insurance company does not have to regulate any kind of damage but is still able to hold 

a participant liable due to legal requirements, this is beyond the responsibility of the organizer/

The participants are aware that

1. they are driving at their own risk even if they follow the tour guide

2. the participation requires a minimum level of experience and sufficient physical constitution

3. the participation can be dangerous and that it involves the risks of falling and injury

4. they are not obliged to drive any passages which are or seem to bee too difficult

The participants expressly declare that 

1. they have arranged for proper insurance covering public liability, accidents and medical care themselves

2. they possess a valid driver’s licence

3. they are in good physical and psychological condition and have sufficient driving experience

4. they have carefully read through and understood the above text concerning the enrolment.

Should one or several of the terms and conditions of this declaration be or become null and void this will not 

affect the validity of its other terms and conditions. The contractual partners are obliged to replace void terms 

by valid ones if this does not lead to major alterations of the contents of the contract in general.

The participation in the event bears risks. The participants declare with their registration that they participate 

at their own risk. They accept civil and criminal prosecution for all kinds of damages caused by themselves 

and their motor cycles (e. g. damages to persons, objects and consequential damages). In case the driver is 

not the owner of the motor cycle used during the event, he also relieves the persons mentioned in the above 

disclaimer from any kinds of claims for and on behalf of the owner of the vehicle.



Fax to HOTEL STURM, Mellrichstadt Fax. No.:   +49 9776 8180-40

6th GTR Rally 2007 „Ride without Limits“

Registration Form
The registration results in a contract with the hotel (http://www.hotel-sturm.com/index_2003.htm)

The cancellation conditions of the hotel are valid.

19.08.2007 – 26.08.2007  EUR 322,- at double room „Comfort” (Komfort)
  EUR 365,- at double room „Exclusiv” (Exklusiv)
  EUR 352,- at double room „Country style” (Landhaus)
  EUR 50,- single room supplement

The prices include 19 % VAT and 
are valid for one person including

 welcome beer at arrival 
 7 overnight stays with breakfast buffet
 6 dinners with 4-course menu (free choice) 
 1 barbecue in the hotel garden
 1 tour guided by the hotel manager
 use of outdoor swimming pond and garden sauna
 and the spa

You will get a registration conformation from the hotel (http://www.hotel-sturm.com/index_2003.htm) and an entry in the participants list (rally web page)

number of persons: ................................    (pls. do not register groups)
number of rooms: ................................

last name: .............................................................................
first name: ........................................................................….

pillion rider/attender: last name: .............................................................................
first name: ........................................................................….

street: .............................................................................
postal code / zip code: .............................................................................

city/town/village: .............................................................................
country/state: .............................................................................

telephone: .............................................................................
fax: .............................................................................

email: .............................................................................

date of arrival/departure: .............................................................................
room type (single or double): .............................................................................

room category (K, E or L): .............................................................................

Event T-Shirt    (price has to be fixed later depending of quantity (appr. 15,- EUR)):
number: ..................................

size(s) (S, M, L, XL, XXL): ..................................

additional notes / wishes: .............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................

I have read the a/m disclaimer/declaration and accepted 
A confirmation email will be sent to the given email address

............................................................................. .............................................................................
place and date of issue signature

http://www.hotel
http://www.hotel

